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There are limits to what pragmatic arguments can do for the
anti-death-penalty cause, but there
are also limits to what moral arguThe dead woman whom I adore keeps her distance.
ments can do. There has been a
If the separation is temporary, I do not mind it.
movement of conscience against
I could use the break.
capital punishment ever since Gary
Gilmore went before the firing
Her appetite was voracious.
squad in Utah. That movement
My cannibal, caught in death’s maw, regurgitated me.
has grown, to be sure, but Dieter
I scramble to reassemble my self.
speaks with experience when he
To be outside is freedom.
says, “It’s never been enough.”
Put another way, current skepBut I will want her back
ticism surrounding the death penTo yell “shut up,” to demand a Klondike bar, and then a second, and maybe a third,
alty hasn’t graduated to the level
to mutter—irresistible as a warm, weary child—“close the light,” to cry out through
of general opposition. And, the
repentant, bullying, beckoning tears, “I have always loved you.”
moral opposition (with a footWhere is the cocoon of noise and need?
ing in Catholic dioceses and
I am an uneaten meal, a full glass.
state councils of churches) hasn’t
shown it could markedly alter the
political geography of capital pun—Anna Harrison
ishment in America.
Where does this leave the reThe moral costs of capital punishment—how it subverts peal movement? In not a bad place—if the intent is to discredit
what Pope John Paul II called a “culture of life”—aren’t con- capital punishment rather than to effect sweeping moral
spicuously a factor in these reevaluations. “People haven’t conversion. Various perspectives in the body politic—philohad a moral revolution about this,” anti-death-penalty ac- sophical, pragmatic, and procedural—have coalesced to exert
tivist Richard Dieter told me in a telephone interview. He the greatest pressure against capital punishment in the thirtydirects the Death Penalty Information Center in Washington, three years since it was reinstated. Second thoughts in many
where he also teaches a seminar on capital punishment at quarters, together with the decrease in executions, have put
Catholic University of America Law School. Of people and the idea in some minds that, in Dieter’s words, “the death
politicians generally, he says, “They’re still committed to it penalty may be something of a twentieth-century phenomenon
[capital punishment] in theory, and it doesn’t oppose their that’s not going to survive very long in the new era.”
moral values.”
That hopeful thought aside, there’s a barbed wire fence
The likelihood that an innocent person will be executed is separating America from the death-penalty-free world, and
undoubtedly a persuader in the debate over whether the death- that fence is Texas. Even if death-penalty statutes were to
penalty system is working. But it’s also true that death-row start disappearing in the other thirty-four states where they
inmates are, by and large, guilty as hell. People and politicians are on the books, the United States would still be exceptional
would like to reserve the option of executing these crimi- because Texas executioners are among the busiest in the
nals even while raising the bar of certainty in capital cases. world, dealing death more often than their counterparts in
The steady revelations of innocence in recent years haven’t such execution-friendly countries as Japan, Indonesia, and
disturbed public assumptions. According to a Gallup survey Afghanistan. Since 1976, Texas has accounted for close to 40
last November, support for the death penalty remains high, percent (439) of the 1166 executions in the United States,
with 64 percent in favor of it and just 30 percent opposed. and more than half the total so far this year.
The poll found that nearly half of all Americans believe the
Some way of isolating Texas should be a goal for abolitiondeath penalty isn’t imposed often enough, although in some ists. Under a plausible scenario, after a preponderance of
other surveys, roughly half have favored life without parole states had abandoned the practice, the Supreme Court (with
over death.
a few new faces) could declare capital punishment “cruel and
Costs are the worry of the moment, but they are not by unusual,” as it did once before, in 1972. But that’s still way
themselves a detonator of abolitionist passion. In Colorado, down the line. It’s likely this particular institution will remain
death-penalty abolitionists made an exceedingly practical all too common for some time to come. n
argument: The money swallowed by capital cases would be
better spent investigating unsolved murders. Legislators re- William Bole is a freelance journalist in the Boston area and coausponded to this argument by pledging new money for cold thor, with Bob Abernethy, of The Life of Meaning: Reflections on
cases—and putting away the repeal measure.
Faith, Doubt, and Repairing the World (Seven Stories Press).
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